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The registration of nationality is a very important way for ships to gain legal 
navigational rights. Ships have to register to get nationality, thus sailing legally under 
the national flag of registry country. Also Ship Registry is a path for countries to 
exercise administration and management. This thesis concentrates on the research of 
ship nationality registration. And on the basis of analysis and discussion about current 
ship nationality registry in our country, some advices are given. 
This thesis is composed of three chapters in addition to foreword and conclusion. 
Chapter One briefly introduces Ship Nationality Registry. This chapter describes 
and summarizes concept, content, kinds and significance of ship registration and ship 
nationality registration. Also Strict Registry, Open Registry and Flag of Convenience 
are introduced. 
Chapter Two mainly introduces of Ship Nationality Registry in our country. 
History, current situations and deficiencies of Ship Nationality Registry in our country 
are discussed. And it is analyzed that more and more ship owners choose to register 
their ships in the open registry for convenient flag countries recent years which causes 
bad results on our country.  
Chapter Three focus on how to improve and complete Ship Registry in our 
country. Some advices are given on present registry involving trail of the Secondary 
Registry. Feasibilities and conditions of three ports are compared: Yangshan port in 
ShangHai, Dongjiang port in TianJing and Dayaowan port in DaLian, and we suggest 
that Yangshan port is the most suitable place for trying out the Secondary Registry in 
our country. At last, the writer proposes some suggestions on legislation and 
establishing registry agency of Secondary Registry. 
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